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At Kashmir Education Initiative we believe in and invest in 
today’s children. We want them, even when they are living in 
one of the many troubled regions of the world, to realize their 
tremendous latent potential and become the thinking and 
acting global citizens who will dream up and put together a 
better tomorrow. 

A Note From 
the President
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Suhail Rashid
President, KEI

We become a part of over 700 stories each year. Through our various programs, we identify promising but at-risk children 
and young adults living in Kashmir and enable their journeys of development and achievement by providing three things - 
scholarships, mentoring, and access to opportunities.

Kashmir remains stuck in conflict and disturbance. Instability and violence have extracted a severe physical and psychologi-
cal toll from institutions and individuals, with particularly deleterious effects on young lives. The centrality of learning in the 
advancement of individuals and communities is well understood, and yet in a conflict zone education often does not get the 
attention that it must. Signs of political disturbance and violence are visible and immediate. Lurking a little less visibly under 
the surface are the grave implications of the young not having access to education and opportunities.  Kashmir’s children are 
most affected by a cruel shifting of the normal, but also most capable of bringing about a better future. KEI exists to enable 
them.

The ongoing reward for our work is the transformation that we witness in a child as they grow in confidence, ambition, vision, 
ability, and achievement - becoming an inspiration for others around them. Children who experience care and support want 
to reciprocate - former beneficiaries are now donors, and former mentees are mentors. Our long-term reward will also come 
through them when the sun sets on troubles in Kashmir and a new day is brought about by our thinkers, entrepreneurs, 
artists, scientists, farmers, engineers, sportspersons, writers, journalists, and musicians.

Please treat this note and report as an invitation for you to engage with us at KEI. Engage by sharing your ideas, becoming a 
mentor, donating, volunteering, proposing a new program, or joining a quarterly call, to name just some of the ways. Email 
me at suhail.rashid@kashmirei.org with your thoughts or questions. I would love to hear from you.
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Vision and mission
We exist to enable access to education and opportunities-
for the development of individuals and communities 
in the world’s conflict ridden regions like Kashmir.

A non political, non religious organization
We are focused solely on education and opportunities for children 
and young adults.

A fully transparent organization
Our financial information is publicly available, including independent 
annual reviews.

An open governance structure
We have fixed board and executive terms, and welcome your 
participation.

Actively striving for program improvement
We keep evaluating and tweaking our existing programs, in addition to 
piloting new ideas.

WE ARE

Special thanks to our scholar Insha Qazi for all the artwork  
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Kashmir Education Initiative is now a decade into 
the mission of facilitating the education of promising 
but financially disadvantaged children. 

Our journey began in 2007 when we provided scholar-
ships and guidance to seven students. I am proud to 
run operations for programs that now  benefit seven 
hundred kids and their families every year. Over the 
years the organization has developed deep program 
delivery capability and experience. We have local con-
nections and volunteers in all districts, and our schol-
ars come from all parts of Kashmir.  

Perhaps the most rewarding aspect of my work is the 
relationships that I form with the children in our pro-
grams. I hope this report will give you a glimpse into 
our work and its impact in the lives of  these truly 
amazing children.
 

Contemplation over tea

Fouzia Bukhari
General Manager, KEI
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High School Scholarships Program 
At KEI we believe that no promising Kashmiri child who 
wants to get an education and bring about a positive 
change in their life and the communities around them 
should be denied that right for want of financial re-
sources or the lack of an enabling environment.

The High School Scholarships Program (HSSP) is our 
largest program and we consider it our flagship initia-
tive. Students join this program when they are in their 
9th grade - a transformative stage of their lives. A prom-
ising child may  go down one of many paths from here 
- get pulled out and sent to work, drop out or disengage 
for financial or social reasons,  or find the support and 
guidance that will let them bloom.

These are bright students identified as at-risk of discon-
tinuing education or at least being negatively impact-
ed due to financial and social challenges. By awarding 
scholarships we act as enablers, engaging with the chil-
dren at a young age and through a regime of continu-
ous mentoring, counseling and access to opportunities, 
striving to create the leaders of tomorrow.



1035
new applicants

150
new scholarships 

$140k
new funding

600
scholars per year

90%
10th grade board distinctions

70%
12th grade board distinctions
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High School Scholarships Program 

In 2017, we supported 450 existing scholars currently in grades 10, 11 and 12. The 1035 new eligible applications 
received from Grade 9 students were ranked based on a test administered and then following a stringent verification 
process led by our community volunteers, 150 of them were awarded scholarships. 

We awarded a total of INR 8,610,000 (USD 140,000) in financial aid to these 600 scholars. The median annual income 
of their families in 2017 was INR 54,000 (~$2/day). The students represent all 10 districts of the valley proportionate to 
the population of each district.

HSSP 2017 Quickfacts
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PROCESS FOLLOWED OBJECTIVES AND METHODS

Undergraduate Scholarships Program
KEI’s  Undergraduate Scholarships Program (UGS) offers scholarships to students in financial need who, through 
their hard work, excel in highly competitive national and state level examinations like JEE for engineering and NEET 
for medical colleges and are selected for admission to professional courses in Engineering, Medicine, and Agricul-
ture. The program offers financial assistance and guidance for future plans, and encourages connections between 
previous and new scholars.

Every year KEI’s undergraduate scholarships 
program selects up to 15 students struggling 
with significant financial challenges. Be-
sides financial need,  the selection process 
is based on merit and considers an aggre-
gate of their scores in 10th and 12th grades 
weighted at 25% each, and a competitive 
entrance test score weighted at 50%.

The Undergraduate Scholarship is designed to lessen some 
financial burden of the student and provide support and 
inspiration for passionately continuing undergraduate 
studies and remaining motivated for higher studies once 
the degree is completed. It includes a strong component of 
enabling contact between the students and professionals in 
their field who share experiences and provide the guidance 
required by the students during their course and for plan-
ning their future endeavors.
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KEI’S Undergraduate program 
started in 2014. It has supported 
45 scholars so far with 10 scholars 
each in 2015 and 2016. In 2017, the 
program had 15 scholars.

yearly growth
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Mentorship Program
Mentoring ~ to support and encourage people to manage their own learning in order that they may maximize 
their potential, develop their skills, improve their performance and become the person they want to be.

1. KEI pairs mentors and mentees based upon mutual 
interests, educational background, career aspira-
tions, gender, and personality type 

2. A KEI Program Manager or member of the men-
torship team will introduce the mentor to his/her 
assigned mentee and provide a brief background on 
the mentee 

3. At this point, mentors are encouraged to contact the 
mentee and start driving the process with the assis-
tance of KEI Program Manager 

4. The KEI contact will also provide training forthe  
mentor and mentee and allay any concerns that 
either party may have 

5. After the first meeting, the mentor and the mentee 
mutually collaborate to drive the process forward

PROCESS INVOLVED
Mentorship is expected to be a 12-month engagement. 
Starting typically in September, the process followed is: 

Month 1 - 2 Establish the engagement
Month 3 - 4 Exchange information and formulate goals
Month 5 - 11 Deepen the engagement
Month 12  Conclude and plan for the future

PROGRAM ACTIVITIES

MILESTONES

For 2017, KEI selected 40 scholars for the Mentorship Program 
and most relationships were established by the first week of  
November.

Mentorship is a core program at KEI and representative of the 
soul of our engagement model. Since 2015 hundreds of scholars 
have been connected to capable professionals for guidance. The 
KEI team continuously collects feedback from contacts between 
mentors and mentees to track progress and refine the model.
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G

100 100 scholars from 11th and 12th grades 
were selected based on strigent random-
ization criteria.

STUDENTS SELECTED

50 We started Phase 1 of the Self-Study Pilot 
Project in 2016 and gave digital devices to 
50 scholars.

LAPTOPS - PHASE 1 

50 Based on feedback from Phase I, we 
upgraded the hardware and educational 
content. We awarded 50 additional lap-
tops and are currently awaiting examina-
tion results and data collection to assess 
the impact.

LAPTOPS - PHASE 2

Self-study Pilot
The goal is to enable self study especially for situations when prolonged disturbances keep educational institutions 
closed. Self-study can be a critical component of  higher secondary education in any conflict ridden region of the world.

KEI is providing an opportunity to high school 
students in Kashmir to engage in self learning 
by providing them with laptops which are load-
ed with self study materials including high qual-
ity video lectures that focus on conceptual un-
derstanding of the subjects in their curriculum.

We believe that this educational tool can serve 
to mitigate the devastating effects of frequent 
and protracted school closures on education in 
the strife torn valley.

The pilot is being run as a study so we can de-
termine impact based on regularly collected 
data.
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There are two main junctures where students need financial 
assistance. The first is paying for tests: Graduate Record Ex-
amination (GRE) and Test of English as a Foreign Language 
(TOEFL). The second is when the student finally has to pay 
the university application fee - an obstacle for many. The 
non financial obstacles include navigating an unfamiliar for-
eign application process and receiving guidance from others 
who have been through the process. We help with all aspects.

Test and App Fees
KEI will cover the cost of GRE 
and TOEFL entirely and fund 
the application fee of five uni-
versities. The estimated expen-
diture is approximately 800 
USD per student.

Test Preparation
KEI also registers these stu-
dents for online GRE courses. 
The students have to take 
these courses and get good 
scores before they take the 
actual GRE/ TOEFL tests.
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KEI Pre-doctoral Scholarships (KEI-PDS)
This award is a merit-based scholarship offered to academically outstanding students studying at the Master’s level 
in different institutions in Kashmir. The award, which has financial and guidance components, assists the students 
in getting accepted to international graduate studies (M.S. and Ph.D.) programs. The award provides preparation 
support for standardized tests such as GRE, pays test fees, pays university application fees, and also provides appli-
cation review and guidance from experts in the relevant fields.



selection and milestones
In 2017 nine scholars were selected from seventy applicants who applied for the program. Only 
applications from talented students with a proven academic record are considered. Students must 
have obtained top grades in their Board/University exams, and must demonstrate to the selection 
committee both their ability and their drive for pursuing graduate studies. Applicants must:

Submit a Statement of Purpose
An applicant must submit a CV and 1000 word statement of 
purpose, briefing the student’s interest in the intended field 
of study (this is important as it is also one of the selection 
criterion in US graduate programs).

Clear a Pre-Screening Process
The shortlisted candidates are asked to sit in a GRE style 
pre-screening test held at Kashmir University (or any other 
place designated at that time).

Appear for an Interview

1

Shortlisted candidates are then interviewed. A cumulative 
score is calculated from these three rounds and from the 
applcants academic results. This determines the awardees.

Milestones

Nine scholars have been 
selected for PDS in the 
2017 session. Two are reg-
istered for tests. 

Candidates got into reput-
ed universities in South 
Korea, Germany and USA .

2

3
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1. Educational Support

2. Direct Engagement
Predominantly through career counseling, interaction 
with experts and a series of tests.

Support to scholars are given in two ways:

18 Kashmir Education Initiative

Scholars are given laptops pre-loaded with digital con-
tent in form of educational video lectures to support 
them through their studies. Limited to1/3rd of selected 
scholars.

Competitive Examination Preparedness Program (CEPP)
Officially launched in 2017 after a pilot in 2016, the CEPP’s goal is to identify and support meritorious scholars 
from among existing 10th grade-passing KEI scholars who are interested in appearing in professional courses en-
trance examination after their 12th grade. CEPP support is provided during 11th and 12th grade in combination 
with the HSSP, and is targeted towards specific needs pertaining to these competitive entrance examinations. 



Scholar Enrollment: 35 students short-
listed through a weighted scoring process. 
 
Counseling Session: At time of schol-
ar enrollment, different career op-
tions and way forward were discussed. 

Educational support: 12 students were pro-
vided laptops that contained digital content.

Direct Engagement: Out of 35 selected 
scholars, 28 decided to continue in the 
program. Three tests based on competi-
tive examination pattern were organized 
for these students that were followed 
by feedback and discussion session.

Special Class: A special class to cover 
basics and numerical problem solving 
skills in physics was organized in Novem-
ber. This was found to be required after 
evaluating scholar performance in tests.
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Competitive Examination Preparedness Program (CEPP) KEY PROJECT 
MILESTONES



In December 2017, KEI became an official part-
ner of MCW (Miracle Corners of the World), a 
non-profit organization based in New York 
founded in 1999. MCW’s vision is for commu-
nities throughout the world achieve greater 
levels of education, improved health and in-
creased economic security. Its mission is to ad-
dress communities’ pressing needs by empow-
ering current leaders and readying leaders of 
tomorrow. 

In the summer of 2017, KEI scholars Aiman 
Bandey and Bazila Aijaz were selected from a 
pool of worldwide applicants to participate in 
MCW’s Young Leaders Access (YLA) Program. 
YLA is a year-long program that  brings 

together youth from different parts of the 
globe who are united by the goal of creating 
positive change in their communities. 

The interaction with youth, professionals and 
thought leaders from around the world pro-
vides an unparalleled experience that expos-
es our scholars to diversity of thought, per-
spectives, cultural and social issues. 

Aiman and Bazila are making a positive impact 
in their communities as young leaders with a 
goal to positively impact their community and 
are now a source of inspiration and role mod-
els especially for young women in Kashmir. 
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A Kashmiri Community, where women’s voices are spoken, heard and valued.

MIRACLE CORNERS OF THE WORLD (MCW)
Aiman’s Mission

Bazilia’s Vision

Creating a space where women are empowered, emancipated and expressed.
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MIRACLE CORNERS OF THE WORLD (MCW)
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Umar Jamsheed 
HSSP Scholar, Grade 12

Scholar Profile
My family had to choose between supporting my educa-
tion or saving my father. I am thankful to them that they 
relieved my family of the burden of my education.

Everyone witnesses a turning point in their lives, I too witnessed 
it when KEI came up in my life. KEI  supported me when I was at 
the verge of dropping out of school as my father had suffered a 
massive heart attack. And my family had to choose between 
supporting my education or saving my father. I am thankful to 
them that they relieved my family of the burden of my education. 

And it was not only a big relief for my family but also a source of joy 
as they can see a ‘different me’ with confidence and leadership 
qualities to face the odds and inspire others to move forward
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Student Advisory BOARD
SAB aspires to create a tightly knit community of scholars to feel a 
strong connection to each other and a sense of belongingness. 

Student Advisory Board is the latest initiative within KEI. The idea 
is to improve program execution and gauge their success. The 
SAB aspires to create a tightly knit community of scholars to feel a 
strong connection to each other and a sense of belongingness. We 
aim to make every scholars voice heard through the feedback they 
provide and process it into actions and initiatives which will then 
be recommended to the KEI board. This way the programs will be 
best tailored to the needs and interests of the scholars and help in 
having a greater impact on their lives.

Maheen Akram
Student Advisory Board, KEI



$312,783 $214,478

($168,883) ($153,436)
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Financial Report

CONTRIBUTIONS, GIFTS, GRANTS, AND SIMILAR AMOUNTS RECEIVED

20162017

GRANTS AND SIMILAR AMOUNTS PAID

($22,831) ($17,209)OTHER EXPENSES

 PROFESSIONAL FEES AND OTHER PAYMENTS TO INDEPENDENT
CONTRACTORS

($19,379) ($15,966)

ORGANIZATIONAL EFFICIENCY 89% 91%
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10 Facts for 10 years  2007 - 2017
KEI wants every child in Kashmir to get world-class education and opportunities. We consider education to be the 
primary imperative in the empowerment and development of individuals and communities. 

$645,656
Granted as scholarships

Laptops awarded to help with self-study 
and enable digital access, after disrup-
tions of 2016.

100

$0
Board compensation

48 Female : 52 Male
Gender Ratio among awardees

A+ rating
As per CharityWatch criteria 

$895,810
Raised in donations

Portion of every $1 spent that goes di-
rectly towards financial assistance.

92¢

3,012
Scholarships awarded

90%
Recipients have family income of less 
than $120/month. 100 of them live with-
out a bread- earning parent.

82%
KEI Scholars have passed grades 10 and 
12 with distinction
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TESTIMONIAL

Faroque Khan
Physician, Community Leader

Dr Ali Nadroo introduced me to KEI several years back and ever 
since I have been a keen, willing, and active supporter of this much 
needed initiative. Kashmiris are struggling with unrest which has se-
verely impacted critical services like education and health care de-
livery in Kashmir. KEI helps fill the void in the area of education.  
 
As a young Kashmiri doctor in New York in 1967, I was impressed with 
the number of Jewish physicians I encountered. I asked my Jewish chair 
of medicine, Dr Kolodny, what is the reason for the very large number 
of Jewish doctors. His answer: ”Faroque, Jews have been a persecuted 
minority for centuries particularly in Europe, they realized that good 
education is a passport to success, once you learn a skill in demand you 
can use it wherever you end up”. 

We all pray for a peaceful resolution to the Kashmir problem, in the 
meantime let us all do our part in providing resources for organiza-
tions like KEI which Insha Allah will help facilitate quality education for 
deserving youngsters in Kashmir and beyond. 

As a muslim I am well aware of the first word revealed to prophet Mu-
hammad (pbuh) -  “iqra”. Translated it means “read”, so I consider it a  
religious obligation to read, gain knowledge and use it for the better-
ment of humanity.
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an inspiring KEI story: Mentor and Mentee

Mentorship is one of the most successful programs of KEI and 
this program becomes more of a success when we have a men-
tor like Sadia Banihali, my mentor. Sadia Banihali has helped me 
learn the nature of decision making and problem solving. 

Among the many things I learnt from her, the most important 
and motiving one and is that nothing can be achieved without 
hard-work, dedication and a clear focus. She just didn’t mentor 
me by scholastic area but as a person in a society. She made me 
understand the beauty of life and made me realize that nothing 
in this world is worthless. In nutshell, I could find motivation due 
to my mentor, she is an amazing person and I am grateful to KEI 
and my mentor for all I have gained through it. 

I am thankful to KEI for providing an opportunity to connect 
with Uznain as a mentor. Being  a mentor is a token of appre-
ciation to the mentors and all the people who helped me along 
the journey of life.  

The best quality that appeals to a mentor in a mentee is the 
willingness to learn coupled withthe right attitude and hard 
work. I see all these qualities in Uznain. She holds the drive 
to succeed and the passion to fulfil her dreams beneath 
her shy demeanor. She is at a crucial phase of life that in-
volves making critical decisions about her career ahead. 

The focus and dedication she displays to achieve her goals 
despite being subjected to the hardships due to the Kashmir 
conflict inspires me to be more thankful and look at the bright 
side of life. My best wishes to Uznain and all the scholars of KEI.

I am grateful to KEI for all i 
have gained through it.

Uznain Yaseen
KEI Scholar, Mentee

Sadia Banihali
KEI Mentor



what are you 
waiting for ?

Engage with us now !

Office: 113 West Plain St. Wayland,
MA 01778 USA
Phone: +(1) 508-733-7304
Fax: + (1) 508-651-1951
Email: information@kashmirei.org 
WWW.KASHMIREI.ORG


